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Abstract
In training a back-propagation
neural network, the learning speed of the network is greatly
affected by its learning rate. None, however, has offered a deterministic method for selecting the
optimal learning rate. Some researchers have tried to find the sub-optimal learning rates using
various techniques at each training step. This paper proposes a new method for selecting the
sub-optimal learning rates by an evolutionary adaptation of learning rates for each layer at every
training step. Simulation results show that the learning speed achieved by our method is superior
to that of other adaptive selection methods.
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1. Introduction

One of the most important things in training a neural network is its learning speed
because the training process generally takes much time. The learning speed of the
network greatly depends on the value of the learning rate, q. However, it is very
difficult or even impossible to find the optimal learning rate for a neural network.
A back-propagation algorithm with a gradient method has a tendency to get stuck in
the local minima of the error surface and becomes unable to find the global minimum.
Some researchers have tried to find a sub-optimal learning rate using various techniques
at every training step [2-41. In this paper, we describe an evolutionary programming
technique for finding the sub-optimal learning rates by an evolutionary adaptation of 7.
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In this approach, we used different learning rates for every layer at each training step. It
was shown through simulation that the convergence rate and the learning speed of our
method were superior to those of several adaptive selection methods [2-41.
2. Evolutionary programming
Evolutionary programming 111 is an algorithm that simulates the natural evolution
process. This algorithm consists of three main processes: (1) evaluating fitness, (2)
selecting parents through competition, and (3) generating offspring. Algorithm 1 shows
the evolutionary programming procedure used in our experiments.
Algorithm 1 Evolutionary-Programming0
begin
// 2m: the number of population (m parents + m offspring) //
// Xi: the ith vector of population P //
// F(X,): the objective function of vector Xi //
// Ji: the fitness score of vector Xi, Ji + F(X,) //
// Wi: the number of winning in competition //
// a,: the perturbation factor of vector Xi, a, a l/J, //
1 initialize population P = [X0, Xl, . . . , X,, _ ,]
2 while (not termination-condition)
3
assign a score Ji to each solution vector Xi
4
compete and count the winning number of Xi with the others X,(#X,)
5
select m parents solutions according to the number order of Wi
6
generate offspring by adding a Gaussian perturbation N(0, ai) to parents
7 end while
3. Evolutionary adaptation of learning rates
To apply the evolutionary programming to our problem, the objective function F(X,)
and the standard deviation a, of Algorithm 1 must be first defined. The objective
function evaluates the fitness of the solutions in a population. In our application, the
inverse of the Total Sum Square Error (TSSE) of a back-propagation network can be
used as the fitness.
Definition 1 (Objective function). Let Xi be a vector (learning rates) of a population P.
Then an objective function is defined as

where dpk and o$ are the desired output and the actual output of a pattern p in an
output neuron k on a vector Xi, respectively. R and K are the number of patterns and
output neurons, respectively.
The perturbation factor, Us, is closely related with the fitness and the number of
patterns and output neurons, The perturbation must be inversely proportional to the
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fitness and the two numbers, R and K. This is because if a vector has small fitness, its
offspring must be largely mutated to broadly search for better solutions; the searching of
a new solution should be more scrutinized when the number of patterns and output
neurons is large.

Definition 2. (Standard

deviation (perturbation factor)). Let Xi be a vector of population. Then the standard deviation is defined as

where R and K are the same as the above definition.
Fig. 1 shows the overall block diagram for training a back-propagation
neural
network. Evolutionary programming iteratively applies the three operations - assigning
costs to population, selecting parents through competition, and generating offspring - to
the vectors at every training step. The best learning rates selected from the evolutionary
programming are offered to the back-propagation
algorithm at every iteration step.

4. Simulation
A classification
problem with 1024 sample patterns was employed to measure the
performance of our method. The problem is to classify a lo-bit binary input to a decimal
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Fig. 1. Overall block diagram of our method.
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modulus output. Thus, this problem takes lo-bit binary inputs and generates 10 modulus
outputs. For example, if a lo-bit binary 0000001011 is provided, then only the second
output becomes one and all other outputs become zeros, 0100000000. This is because
the binary number corresponds to modulus 1. We used a three-layered (10-10-10) neural
network structure. Our method and three other adaptive selection methods [2-41 are
extensively simulated. Figs. 2 and 3 show the experimental results in terms of convergence rate and training time, respectively. In all of the results, the values of TSSE are
the average values of 10 runs under different initial learning rates. “Our
Methods(#l, #2)” indicate the two results for (50, 20) population and (5, 3) competition, respectively. The learning rate of Weir method is given as
E
extreme( 6E/6

w) ( 6E/S

w) ’

where E is error, SE/6 w is the gradient of E with respect to weight w, and
extreme(6E/6
w> is the extreme value of (6E/6 w). In our simulation, the
E/extreme(aE/S
w) is set to 0.5 which is recommended in his paper. Thus the resulting
equation of learning rate is 0.5/(6E/S
w>. Hsin [2] suggested a computing method for
learning rate. The learning rate is given by
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Fig. 2. TSSE vs. no of iteration in 10-10-10 network.
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with constraint q, + (or + * * . +a, = 1, and cq, > cxr z . * - > aL. The coefficients
q’s of “Hsin Method” were assigned by the following relationships: cxi= Ae -’
(i = 0, l>, A - l/CL,,e -k, In Fig. 3, the CPU time of our methods includes the
network training time and the run-time of the evolutionary programming algorithm.
Results show that our method outperforms several adaptive selection methods considerably in the terms of the convergence rate and training speed.

5. Conclusion

A new method for fast training of back-propagation neural networks was proposed.
This method is based on the evolutionary adaptation of learning rates. Using a
classification problem of lObit-to-decimal- modulus, we simulated a neural network
learning with 10-10-10 structure. Simulation results show that our method was faster and
more reliable than some adaptive selection methods [2-41.
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